
TE827W 
PROFESSIONAL

WEATHER STATION

TE827W

; Displays indoor and outdoor  
temperature and humidity

 Your environment at a glance

; Wind speed and direction
 Comes complete with wireless  

anomometer and wind vane

; Wireless self-emptying rain gauge
 Provides rain rate and total amounts  

up to one month

; Displays 12 and 24 forecasts
 Know what conditions to expect

; Remote wireless temperature  
and humidity sensor

 Transmits data up to 328 feet from  
up to three locations 

; Sets correct time using  
the U.S. Atomic clock

 Accuracy to one tenth of a second!
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TE827W - PROFESSIONAL WEATHER STATION

Large, easy-to-read display

Front-mounted, easy-to-access controls

Desktop or wall mount

Indoor/outdoor temperature and humidity readings

12 to 24 hour weather forecast with icons

24 hour barometric history graph

Moon phase indicator

Time
; Automatically sets to the U.S. Atomic clock
; 12 or 24 hour time format with multiple zone options
; Choose English, German, French, Itlian, Spanish or Dutch
; Single crescendo alarm

weaTher
; Indoor/Outdoor temperature and humidity
; 12 to 24 hour weather forecast (with icons)
; Min/Max memory for in/out temperature and humidity
; Wind speed range: 0 to 89.3m/s (0 to 199.9 mph)
; 16 position wind direction
; Rainfall range from 0 to 1999mm (0 to 78”)
; Cumulative rainfall tracking for up to one month
; 24 hour barometric pressure history chart
; Monitors temperature and humidity from up to 3 remotes
; Outdoor temperature range (lithium batteries):  
 -40.0°F to 122°F (-40.0°C to +50°C)
; Indoor/outdoor humidity range 25% to 90%
; Comfort level indicators
; One remote sensor (TS33C) included operating range  
 to 328 feet (100 meters)

display
; Main unit, large LCD display
; Wall mount or desktop option
; Moon phase display

dimeNsiONs
; Main unit:  
 7.3"W X 5.4"H X 1.2"D (186mm x 137mm x 31.6mm)
; Sensor:
 2.4"W X 4"H X 1"D (61mm, x 102mm x 25mm)

pOwer
Batteries not included
; 4-AA (main unit)
; 2-AA (sensor)
; 2-AA (anemometer)
; 2-AA (rain gauge)

UPC: 7 09942 95013 7

Time and day display

Rain gauge with up to thirty day total

Wind speed, direction and wind chill


